Week 2
Objective: Pick a website design and color palette. Upload home page images,
understand how to put in images, edit them and use them on the dashboard.
Design and Colors
Log in to your dashboard
Go to the link “Design and Colors”
● Website Design: From a range of 30 website templates, choose the one best appeals to
you
Click on “Select Color Theme”
● Color Theme: You can pick a predefined color palette or create your own below, keeping
in mind the contrast of home page photos.
Click “Update” button to finish
This is what your Design & color section looks like in your dashboard

Pick from the “color theme” section of the Design & Colors

Experiment with different colors to see how it looks on the live site

Things to keep in mind
➔ Experiment with various templates and color schemes to see how they work with your
home photos. Keep visiting your site to see the different styles in action.
➔ If you are creating your own color scheme, do a little research on color theory to see
how to create contrast and pick colors that portray various emotions. Keep visiting your
site to see the effects of the colors you pick.

Home Page Photos
Go to the link “Home Photos”
● Image Title: Give you image a title
● Upload Image: Browse the image and upload it
● Description: Type in a small write up about the image
● Banner Link: If you want the image to link to another page, add a link here and
select if it should open in the same window or different window
After uploading your images, you can also set the sequence of their appearance.
Against each image you always have the option to deactivate, delete or edit the photo.
Click “Update” button to finish
Home photos section in your dashboard:

Home photos section in your dashboard:

Things to keep in mind
➔ You can upload as many images as you want (preferably 8), but make sure selected
images are high resolution and have a good composition to facilitate an impressive web
profile.
➔ Make sure your image is neatly cropped and is not lesser than 800x600 pixels in size.
Ideally your home page photos should be 1600x1200 pixels.
➔ The orientation of your image should be Horizontal (Landscape) mode.
➔ Describe each picture with a title and a description. For e.g. a photo of you playing
badminton can be titled “Badminton” and the description can say “Playing a badminton
tournament at the Central School, New Delhi”
➔ Link your home page images to a URL of your choice within your website or to an
external website as well, to make your website more dynamic.
➔ Make sure you keep your website professional by adding decent images that can make a
good first impression on the visitors.
➔ Home photos should not contain any casual group or family photographs. Your images
should focus on you.

Check your website to see your images and website design and colors.
It’s all coming together beautifully now, isn’t it?
For any help or queries fill out the 24X7 Support form on top right corner of your dashboard

